ABSTRACT

Producing is to produce or release the result. Complex procedure text is a text to explains the steps are complete on something. Media prezi is its medium to allow the lawyer- percentage point to zoom in and presentation.

Formulation of the problem that the author asks are: 1) Could the aouthor plan, implement, and evaluate learning complex procedure tex using prezi media in class X students of SMAN 1 Soreang; 2) Could the students to producing complex procedure text based on the structure, linguistic characteristic and with proper writing convention; and 3) Does the media prezi effective to applied in learn to producing the complex procedure text in class X students of SMAN 1 Soreang.

The hypothesis formulated by the authors are: 1) The author is able to plan, implement, and and evaluate learning complex procedure tex using prezi media in class X IPA 1 students of SMAN 1 Soreang; 2) Students of class XI IPA 1 SMAN 1 Soreang is capable of producing complex procedure text base on structure, linguistic characteristic and with proper writing convention; 3) Media prezi effectively to the learning procedure to complex produce text in class XI IPA 1 Soreang.

The research technique that I use is an experimental method. The results of the research as follows.
1. Author can plans, implement, and evaluate learning complex procedure text using prezi media in class X IPA 1 students of SMAN 1 Soreang. This is evident from the results of the planning value 3.54 and 3.68 on implementation.
2. Students X IPA 1 of SMAN 1 Soreang can producing complex procedure text based on the structure, linguistic characteristic and with proper writing convention. This is evident from the average value is 43.7 pretest and posttest mean score is 76.7. So, there is an increase 32.9%.
3. Media prezi effectively used in producing complex procedure text in class X IPA 1 SMAN 1 Soreang. This is evident from the results of statistical calculations with results of $8.84 \text{t}_{\text{count}} \geq \text{t}_{\text{table}}$, at the 2.02 confidence level 95% and 29 db.

Thus, media prezi suitable for use as learning as seen by an increase in the value of the results obtained.
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